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UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLES AND

JOURNALISTIC DISRUPTION

Perspectives of early professional adopters

Valerie Belair-Gagnon , Taylor Owen and Avery E. Holton

In recent years, there has been a surge in research on small unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)

in news production and news audience engagement. Most of this research has focused on

legal, ethical, and regulatory implications of UAVs in newsgathering, while paying less atten-

tion to the journalists’ perspectives. To fill this gap in the academic literature, this article

explores the ethical principles that guide journalists who use UAVs, how they have worked

within these ethical principles, and how they can serve as disruptive innovators. Semi-

structured interviews with 13 UAV early adopters reveal that legal and regulatory restraints on

UAVs facilitated the emergence of a new form of norm entrepreneur inside journalistic institu-

tions. These individuals were able to experiment on the fringes of acceptable practice. In so

doing, they seeded their organizations with the skill set and institutional capacity to engage

constructively with the use of UAVs once constraints were lifted.

KEYWORDS disruptive innovation; drones; early adopters; innovation; journalism;

news production; news gathering; unmanned aerial vehicles

Introduction

Recent research has examined journalistic unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) (or

drone) use from a multitude of theoretical and practical perspectives, focusing primarily

on legal, ethical, and regulatory implications (Calo 2011; Chapa 2013; Clarke 2014;

Culver 2014; Finn and Wright 2012; Kaminski 2013; Tremayne and Clark 2014; Waite

2014). Journalistic voices have been mostly absent from this body of work. This paper

attempts to fill this gap in the academic literature by interviewing a set of US journal-

ists who experimented with drones within a period of fluid regulatory, ethical, and nor-

mative context space. We explore what these early disruptive innovators can teach us

about the broader incorporation of new technologies into the practice of journalism.

The findings of this paper apply primarily to the US legal framework. Given that in the

last two years the laws and regulations that guide users of UAVs have been fluid, jour-

nalists are experimenting with the technology differently in other countries.

In June 2016, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) announced long-awaited

amendments to federal aviation regulations governing the use of small commercial (as

opposed to hobbyist) unmanned aerial systems. As drone journalism scholar Matt Waite

(2016a) summarized, these changes have had implications for how citizens and
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newsrooms alike can use UAVs. Users must be at least 16 years old, be able to

understand the English language, and have an operator’s certificate, which involves tak-

ing a rigorous knowledge test. With this certificate, UAV users are able to fly small UAVs

up to 400 feet above the ground and fly over people around restricted airspaces.

The new FAA regulations have formalized what has been a period of unstruc-

tured experimentation with drones in American journalism. As the use of UAVs institu-

tionalizes inside American newsrooms, it is important to reflect on how US journalists

used UAVs in the period preceding the current fluid ethical and regulatory norms. This

research examines this period of experimentation, outside the bounds of established

journalistic practice. This article focuses on how a small network of technologists and

reporters experimented with the use of UAVs inside of traditional newsrooms before

the most recent summer 2016 legal, ethical, or normative guidance from either their

institutions or government regulators. From an early adoption of technology perspec-

tive, these early adopters are disruptive innovators. By early adopters, we refer to indi-

viduals who use UAVs before others or before the use of the technology becomes

institutionalized in newsrooms and journalism practice.

Disruptive Innovation Theory

While disruption has become a buzzword in the corporate world, the theory that

underlies it applies to early drone use cases in journalism. Developed by Joseph L.

Bower and Clay Christensen (1995), disruption theory suggests that while established

companies are good at developing technologies and practices that serve their existing

customer base, they are limited by the worldview, norms, and regulatory frameworks

that made them successful. These incumbent forces lead to a more conservative risk

calculus that leaves a space for innovation and the development of niche communities

of practice to emerge on the edges of established markets. Once a disruptive technol-

ogy is established on the margins, the technology can often scale to compete with

incumbents (Christensen, Craig, and Hart 2001; Christensen, Raynor, and McDonald

2015). While this form of disruptive innovation generally occurs outside of established

institutions, there are occasions of internal disruptions, whereby “a technology or pro-

duct is inherently sustaining or disruptive” (Christensen, Raynor, and McDonald 2015).

As Christensen, Skok, and Allworth (2012) argue, the theory of disruptive innova-

tion can be applied to journalism to explain the transition of legacy media organiza-

tions to the new practices and technologies emerging in the digital space. Legacy

media organizations have deployed technologies that serve their existing audiences

(either through increased reach, engagement, or monetization). Because of the strong

incentives to serve existing, even if declining, customers, legacy media organizations

have missed the opportunities afforded the emergence of new niche audiences

(Christensen, Skok, and Allworth 2012). This has occurred both for niche topics or com-

munities (such as politics, data journalism, sports, or justice reporting), and for the

leveraging of new technologies and platforms (such as virtual reality or augmented

reality, automation, and native advertising platforms) (Wessel 2016).

Astrid Gynnild (2014) argued that from the perspective of robot witnessing, UAVs

represent a disruptive innovation. In this paper, we explore how UAVs are a disruptive

innovation that started outside newsrooms and which are making their way into
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journalism. This research distinguishes itself by focusing on early adopters and

examining their perspectives using interviews. In doing so, we start a discussion on

how emerging technologies in newsrooms can be a disruptive innovation.

UAVs are an important case of a disruptive journalistic technology because their

adoption and use were limited by established norms, institutional cultures, and laws.

Yet, despite these limitations, a community of early adopters inside and outside legacy

newsrooms experimented with this technology. We therefore sought out journalists

who have used UAVs to better understand how these early adopters brought technolo-

gies and practices from the margins of journalism into established institutions. Two

questions guided this research:

RQ1: Is this early adoption an example of a rare internal disruption?

RQ2: Did this early risk-taking lead to a wider institutionalization of journalistic uses of

UAVs?

From a Prescriptive to an Empirical Account of UAVs in Journalism

The civilian use of drone technology has expanded rapidly with the availability of

consumer UAVs and journalists have begun using small, UAVs vehicles to gather pho-

tos, video, and data (Waite 2014). Although scarce, scholarly accounts of journalistic

uses of UAVs have mapped the ways that the technological affordances of UAVs can

solve news production challenges such as access and provide tools for storytelling

(Holton et al. 2015; Pavlik 2015). While scholars have explored journalistic uses of UAVs

in terms of ethics, legality, and morality (Goldberg, Corcoran, and Picard 2013; Waite

2014), few have included journalistic perspectives or offered in-depth interviews with

users.

Most of the moral, ethical, and legal literature is interpretive (Jarvis 2014; Syed

and Berry 2014), tackling issues including surveillance and sousveillance (Clarke 2014;

Tremayne and Clark 2014) as well as privacy and safety (Calo 2011; Chapa 2013; Culver

2014; Finn and Wright 2012; Kaminski 2013). For instance, Tremayne and Clark (2014)

argued that UAVs extend the surveillance capabilities of media, allowing for something

closer to sousveillance, or observation from below, and resulting in a “democratization

of surveillance.” Legal scholar Ryan Calo (2011) suggested that the journalistic use of

UAVs is inevitable, given their low cost, availability, and safety features. According to

Calo, privacy law will not likely stand in the way, and could actually represent the “vis-

ceral jolt” that society needs to bring current privacy laws into line with technological

developments. Also, as Culver (2014) noted, journalistic usage of UAVs can lead to neg-

ative views of newsgathering among citizens who are already wary of surveillance tech-

nologies in other contexts. In response to potential negative views of newsgathering

with UAVs, the Professional Society of Drone Journalists created a code of ethics for

drone journalists. This code includes taking all possible measures to prevent collisions

and accidents, and respect privacy, the law, and public space.

While most legal and ethical research on journalistic uses of UAVs focuses on

what kind of ethical concerns or law might apply, a few studies have explored journalis-

tic norms of practices. In a report for Columbia University’s Tow Center for Digital Jour-

nalism, Fergus Pitt placed the emergence of UAV journalism in the context of wider
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experimentation with sensors (Pitt 2014). In a report for the Reuters Institute for the

Study of Journalism at the University of Oxford, David Goldberg, Mark Corcoran, and

Robert G. Picard (2013) outlined a range of journalistic cases of UAV use. In a series of

papers on the topic, Matt Waite documented his experimentation and study of UAV

technology for journalism on his website, the Drone Journalism Lab (Waite 2016b). Also

Rachel Finn and David Wright (2012) searched how a few journalists have expressed

concerns about UAVs and the intrusion of civil liberties. The limited amount of empiri-

cal work on journalistic uses of UAVs is perhaps due to the journalists’ fear of retribu-

tion from those who may claim they use UAVs in the US regulatory context.

Building on this literature, this paper explores a group of UAV early adopters in

US journalism, what drew them to combine UAVs with journalism, and how journalistic

uses of UAVs are challenging broader UAV practices. These perspectives of early profes-

sional adopters will allow scholars to understand how this technology is disruptive in

the context of journalism and US law and regulation.

Method

In March 2015, we conducted 13 semi-structured interviews with early adopters

who have used UAVs in news production. The sample is small and representative, since

there is a well-knit community of early adopters who tend to know each other and

have a clear picture of who was working with this technology. As a result, our sample

possesses a high internal validity. To find early adopters, we first conducted an online

search for individuals who have used UAVs in their reportage. We then used the snow-

ball method to identify additional interviewees. Our aim was to interview people in

diverse positions so that we could explore the ways early adopters used UAVs. Our

sample consisted mostly of current and former freelancers, broadcasters, reporters, and

editors. We conducted the interviews by telephone and Skype, which allowed intervie-

wees to speak in an informal atmosphere (Novick 2008). The interviews lasted on aver-

age 40 minutes. We read and coded all of the interview transcripts. In a qualitative

data analysis of 13 semi-open interviews, we read our empirical data and coded these

notes into groupings of emergent themes. We anonymized the interviews at the

request of most individuals we interviewed.

Semi-structured interviews reveal unforeseen and sometimes unexplored areas of

research, and are useful for understanding an emerging technology such as UAVs. Inter-

views can also broaden the scope of previous studies and allow for flexibility and more

casual conversations with respondents (Brennan, Kanayama, and Pope 2013). In study-

ing emerging technologies and early adopters’ uses of these technologies, semi-

structured interviews provide guidelines for the researcher to follow. In our interviews,

we listened to each response, following up on important points while working to keep

the respondent on track (Anderson 2012). We also followed up with questions a second

or third time for accuracy and clarity (Kvale 2006). That way, we took a look into the

world of the journalistic use of UAVs. Interview questions included: How have you used

UAVs in your reporting? How did you start using UAVs? Can you discuss an instance

when a colleague made effective use of a UAV? Our open-ended questions build on

the existing literature on UAVs and journalism.
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Disruption and Journalistic Uses of UAVs

This section explores why and how these adopters started using UAVs, and if

they found ways to work around organizational and institutional boundaries. This

empirical section lays the ground for a discussion on how UAV early adopters have

become norm entrepreneurs, “individuals who are in favor of changes in norms face a

free rider problem” (Sunstein 1996, 23), and have enabled disruptive innovation within

organizations.

Disruptive Technologists and Hobbyists

The UAV users we spoke to were not trained in photojournalism but are invested

in technology. Some users even call themselves “technologists” rather than “journalists.”

As a result, the early adoption of UAVs operated outside of professional boundaries of

journalism, more as a hobby, and was spearheaded by hobbyists and practitioners in

universities (e.g. University of Missouri Drone Journalism Program and the Drone Jour-

nalism Lab at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln’s College of Journalism and Mass Com-

munications). Illustrating this trend, in an interview, one reporter mentioned that

coming into UAV journalism, he did not call himself a journalist:

I call myself a journalism technologist in the sense that I don’t, I was not a journalist

first, then came into drones. It was more the other way around. In the sense that I’m, I

don’t see a story and then start doing that and they go “oh let’s add a drone compo-

nent” or … I don’t even so much … The drone part is the focus. So in a way unless

somebody else approaches me with a story where they see the value of the drone,

most of the work that I have been doing has been sort of drone-centric in the sense

that I’m trying to see can we take the drone into this environment and do something

interesting and then have a story.

The reporter added that his focus on UAVs led the reporter to a few freelance projects:

People have been noticing that, and that’s why we have been approached to collabo-

rate and to contribute content … Then in [month] I partnered up with a reporter from

[news organization] to do a story about [topic]. This guy approached us, having seen

the work that we’d been doing, and asked for us to help him out with that story.

Although most of the people we interviewed were either former reporters, strin-

gers, or journalists working for a news organization, most of the people we interviewed

came into UAV reporting for their love of the technology and the possibility of using

UAVs for storytelling. As Matthew Powers (2012, 25) wrote, some types of work are

“rooted in the affordance of technical capacities” that refers to “the journalistic nature

of such work.” These “technology-specific” forms of work include programmer journalist

or graphic designer.

In our case, “technology-specific” forms of work refers to UAV journalists. In our

interviews, journalistic usage of UAVs was the main form of newsgathering the repor-

ters used. Therefore, early UAV journalism referred to a “technology-specific” type of

work. The individuals we interviewed used the technology because of low costs, to pro-

vide better and more precise visualization for storytelling, and to have safe access to

uncharted reporting terrains.
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Change in Witnessing Perspectives

In our interviews, reporters pointed to changes in storytelling, such as precision

of image and providing a range of perspectives that other forms of photography did

not allow. One photojournalist claimed that there were outdoor stories that can be told

from the ground and from a unique perspective:

To bring in the aerial element, and not just any aerial element, but the perspective of

the drone. To be able to go from skimming over the surface of [a place], skimming

over [another place], to then swooping up high, to have that type of experiential

component.

For example, that journalist started working with three-dimensional (3D) models by:

[C]reating, taking photographs from a drone and then creating a three-dimensional

model out of those photographs, or creating a virtual environment that you can

explore on your computer or your phone … I applied those same imaging techniques,

created a giant 3D model of the [place] so that you can now explore the [place], the

[place] like a video game kind of. You can fly around and you can see where the

[buildings] are at the corner of the [place] and the [other location], where people live.

For this journalist, the UAV was disruptive because it allowed them to add depth that

reporters have difficulty conveying through images and video, airplanes or helicopters.

The reporter added:

When I’m shooting video I’m kind of all over the place rotating raising and lowering

the drone to get those sort of cinematic interesting movement effects … When I’m

doing the 3D modeling I’m flying back and forth like a lawn mower just going over an

area, very careful about altitude and speed so that I can get the right image resolution

and the quality that I want.

A pioneer in 3D models, working outside of a traditional newsroom as a free-

lancer, this reporter used 3D models by taking photographs from UAVs and then creat-

ing a 3D model out of those photographs or a virtual environment that users can

explore on computers or phones.

In our interviews, a recurring theme was the ability of journalists to produce more

precise images. “You can get a really detailed view of where things are leaking out into

areas,” said a journalist. One drone entrepreneur claimed that “you can get really great

shots of lightning during the storm, or that kind of stuff that the photos and the videos

would sell quite a lot.” To illustrate this, another reporter told us how UAVs provide

different perspectives:

It was a great opportunity to use my quadcopter for that just to get a different per-

spective to show an overall of what the [scene] looked like versus shooting something

from the ground with my camera … They sent me up there and I was there for maybe

five days shooting video and interviewing people, going on [a place] and things like

that. I took my quadcopter because I knew I wanted to get aerials of the areas where

the [things] were and some really pretty visuals of the [place] where the [things] were.

In sum, as Goldberg, Corcoran, and Picard (2013) wrote, “the drone or UAV industry

now chants the mantra of the three D’s—‘If the job is too dull, dirty, or dangerous—

get a UAV to do it.’” In journalism, UAVs provide a disruptive innovation as they offer a

way for journalists to develop new forms of witnessing news and access to remote
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locations, disaster areas, and other places that would have otherwise been inaccessible

to the vast majority of journalists.

Access

Another reason for using UAVs was access. As Mike Ananny has written, reporters

can “now tell stories, from farther away, and increasingly alongside audiences who

describe feeling immersed in and affected by events that they once had to wait weeks

to learn about” (Ananny 2015). While drones allow journalists to have cheaper access to

aerial imagery, reporters claimed that UAVs gave them access to areas that they would

not otherwise have access to in order to gather news. As a result, and according to

Gynnild (2014), UAVs in journalism might: (1) reduce the news media industry’s need

for human risk taking, (2) replace or supplement news coverage on the ground with

new kinds of aerial views as well as options for aerial close-ups, and (3) allow for the

journalistic hunt for the visual conquering of formally unwatched realities supporting

the ongoing transition from a norm-based mindset to a more innovative one among

professional journalists.

Similar to Gynnild’s account of UAVs in journalism, these are all features that we

noticed in practice. A reporter said that UAVs were “about accessing places that you

can’t access on your feet. Access to me I think is the main reason. To see things that

you can’t get to on your feet.” Another reporter claimed that by using UAV night

vision:

You can put different lenses on there like infrared, so for example, if there was a build-

ing collapse and you wanted to see if there were stuck, you could use the vehicles to

see where people are at that you wouldn’t see, obviously, with just the normal eye.

To illustrate this claim, the reporter said:

I launched my quadcopter up in the air about maybe 300 feet and was shooting one

frame every five seconds with my GoPro as it was in the air. I was just flying around

the [place] shooting aerials of what the sub looked like. It just made sense. It was a

great opportunity to use my quadcopter for that just to get a different perspective to

show an overall of what the sub looked like versus shooting something from the

ground with my camera.

Providing different perspectives and access were two of the major reasons early

adopters (including UAV hobbyists and technologists) mentioned using UAVs. The

quest for providing journalistic perspectives motivated these norm entrepreneurs to

continue to use the technology in their reporting.

Safety and Regulation

Human safety is another reason why reporters decided to use UAVs. As Holton

et al. (2015, 4) wrote, “UAVs can navigate into dangerous spaces, such as active volca-

noes or tornado flattened neighborhoods that most journalists and other individuals

could not safely approach.” A reporter confided that he used UAVs because he felt that

the technology is “very, very powerful in emergency situations, because [journalists] are
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able to get you a much better perspective, and are a lot safer.” Journalists are able to

remain safe by capturing and sharing content, as well as by using the drone at distance

from potential danger. As an illustration, a journalist stated:

Where it gets interesting for me is can they be used for things like on-demand remote

sensing? You could combine GPS and reasonably high-resolution photos to create on-

demand maps of an area, particularly in disaster situations. You could map the path of

a tornado in the matter of hours. You could map hurricane damage? Could you map

wildfire spread … Could you add multi-spectral cameras to the mix and start looking

at things that aren’t immediately apparent to the eye, like drought, plant stress, soil

moisture stress? Could you look at environmental change? Sometimes environmental

change, shifting water, things like that is not immediately visible to the eye.

The autonomous algorithmic control of UAVs offers a cost-efficient way to cap-

ture images and data such as with sensor-based UAV journalism. “Fixing different tem-

perature sensors or whatever on a drone and flying it out. That to me in my

experience while very cool, it’s still in the very experimental stage, people are not using

it for that,” said a freelancer. The freelancer described how “we visited a [place] and we

flew the drone over the [place] through the [debris] so you could see how managing a

controlled [debris] actually works, from the sky.” Yet, when operated, UAVs could also

be harmful to people: “Strong wind gusts, radio interference, mechanical malfunction,

and operator errors could bring down a UAV with potentially deadly force” (Holton

et al. 2015, 4). While these early adopters experimenting with the technology are sug-

gesting that UAVs are disrupting journalistic practices, we found that journalistic uses

of UAVs bolstered existing journalistic practices outside traditional legacy newsrooms.

Innovation Disruptors and Organizational Boundaries

While UAV regulations for reporters are restrictive, the early adopters we spoke to

found ways to work around organizational and institutional boundaries by (1) acting as

citizen news witnesses or using citizen witnessing footage and (2) going international.

With a budget of approximately $400 for a DJI Phantom 3, the possibilities of journal-

ists and other citizens increase the potential to produce acts of journalism using UAVs.

UAVs push journalistic institutions to rethink journalistic witnessing.

In March 2014, Brian Wilson was the first to eyewitness a gas explosion in Harlem,

New York, near the Metro North rail lines. Wilson asked the authorities to film, and

launched his drone above the explosion zone. News organizations used part of his

30-minute footage to cover the news (Holton, Lawson, and Love 2015). According to

early adopters we talked to, acting as citizen journalists was common practice.

Many reporters mentioned working or knowing other reporters working “off the

clock” or using citizen material of UAVs. To go around the restrictive regulation,

whether assumed or real, some reporters worked “off the clock.” A reporter confided:

I could do it on my own time so I would listen to a scanner and check the news for

breaking news. Anything that was worthy of an aerial perspective, I would go and take

video and pictures of. That included car accidents, fires, and gun standoff situations.

Similarly, another reporter said that using UAVs take a lot of practice:
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I bought it and I spent time practicing … Of course, by the time I got good at flying it

and comfortable, the diving season was over so I really couldn’t fly it for the purpose I

got it for, which was to shoot aerials over the boat as the divers were going in. I

started using it for work for different daily assignments on certain things and for a cou-

ple of stories I was working on.

Others used citizen news witnessing. For example, one reporter mentioned that

a print journalist filmed [a scene of nature] on a Sunday with a UAV. The reporter

came in the newsroom the following Monday and published the video online. S/he

continued:

[The reporter] tried to say that because he shot it on a Saturday on his own time that

it was somehow okay because he wasn’t on the clock for the company. I might have

to strain my brain a little bit more here, but that’s the only print organization that I

know of that has done something like that. Most of the ones that I’ve heard have been

broadcasting entities and mostly it’s working with production crews that end up get-

ting hired by broadcast entities to go out and do something. It’s not the news organi-

zations themselves.

Also a few decided not to take chances by using UAVs in the United States.

Rather, they traveled to use UAVs:

We had a lot of discussion about whether it would be okay to fly in someone else’s

property. That was not made entirely clear in the circular. We talked to lawyers. We

decided not to. We did all of our stories on public lands, federal parks, and that kind of

thing but that was a very restrictive thing. That meant basically all stories, all urban sto-

ries were off the table. Any stories that required filming people, like filming going over

people’s heads, that was off the table. That really takes out a large number of stories

you could do.

Reflecting on another news organization, a practitioner claimed: “Their [news

organization] general counsels have been pretty adamant that their people can’t be

doing anything in the US. So the stuff that you have seen on [news organization]

has been immediately across the border in Canada.” In our interviews, a small num-

ber of reporters did not want to take the legal risk in the United States and decided

to use drones in places outside of the United States, where regulations were more

flexible.

While some reporters stopped using UAVs when faced with restrictive regulations

or traveled to countries where it was legal to use the technology, there was consider-

able experimentation on the part of these early adopters. To curtail the restrictions they

faced, some reporters worked off the clock or used citizen witness footage. This has

important implications on the nature of UAV footage in the news. Established institu-

tions in the United States fostered these creative solutions to the limitations on drone

use, leading to the embedding of amateur footage inside the journalism of legacy insti-

tutions. Yet, as disruption theory suggests, it is unclear whether the new technology

will render previous forms of journalistic witnessing obsolete. From the perspectives of

reporters we interviewed, UAVs provide a way to witness differently than say a heli-

copter. UAVs also democratize witnessing “in the air;” and limit the risk associated with

access and covering dangerous areas.
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Law, Regulation, and a Disruptive Innovation: The Rise of Norm
Entrepreneurs

In our interviews, we noticed that, over time, some reporters were shying away

from institutional regulation either by working “off the clock,” going on their own using

UAVs as a hobbyist innovation, or going international in places where it was legally

possible to use the technology.

Historically, innovation in news production has often occurred outside traditional

newsrooms’ settings and, in many cases, led to the creation of new forms of journalism

(e.g. photojournalism and the rise of photojournalism magazines). Along those lines,

Adrienne Russells (2011) argues that much of the innovation happening in newsrooms

takes place outside newsrooms (see also Holton 2016). Similarly, Steve Myers (2011)

highlights a tension between news cycle and innovation, suggesting that a lot of inno-

vation happened outside the daily cycle of more traditionally inclined newsrooms,

mainly because of the constraints of the news cycle (e.g. many radio shows are hosted

once a week while reporters need to blog off the working clock).

In the literature on disruptive innovation, this innovation process would be seen

as a vulnerability for legacy organizations, leaving them open to the emergence of

competition which, having secured a niche audience, could grow into a threat for mar-

ket share. But this is not what has happened with the use of UAVs in journalism.

Instead, as we see above, norm entrepreneurs, mostly inside legacy organizations,

remained flexible enough despite the regulatory, legal, and cultural constraints to lay

the foundation for a more professionalized practice once these constraints were loos-

ened. It is important to note that in interviews, a few early adopters told us that they

noticed instances of UAV use in weather or traffic broadcasts, although broadcast orga-

nizations would not acknowledge the shots were done with UAVs.

In sum, the ethics of UAV journalism have been mostly debated and articulated

outside of newsrooms (such as by the Professional Society of Drone Journalists). UAV

journalistic ethics emerged within an enthusiast rather than a newsroom setting, likely

due to the challenges in publicly discussing a practice that pushed legal boundaries. As

Sunstein (1996, 46) wrote, “norms can be far more fragile than they appear; hence

norm entrepreneurs can help solve collective action problems and ‘norm bandwagons’

are common.”

Discussion

This research is based on interviews with early adopters of UAVs in journalism.

We conducted these interviews in early 2015, at a time when the FAA heavily regulated

journalistic uses of UAVs. This paper explored how these UAV users sought to bring the

technology and associated practices into news organizations and journalism.

As Christensen, Raynor, and McDonald (2015) wrote: “incumbents’ focus on their

existing customers becomes institutionalized in internal processes that make it difficult

for even senior managers to shift investment to disruptive innovations.” However, our

interviews show that despite these limitations, there was a subset of norm entrepre-

neurs inside traditional news organizations that were willing to push the bounds or

institutional constraints to experiment with the use of drones. This allowed for a form
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of internal disruption that enabled news organizations to be prepared for the normal-

ization of drone use that came through the release of Federal regulations, thereby

stemming off more substantial external disruption.

We found that journalistic uses of UAVs occurred mainly from the margins of

legacy journalistic organizations with hopes from these users that it would become

embedded into the established news institutions. Reporters who use UAVs for news

production are an example of what Christensen (2013) argues is a disruption (see also

Gynnild 2014). This means that individuals inside newsrooms who did not necessarily

identify as journalists were given the freedom to experiment with an emerging technol-

ogy on the bounds of acceptable practice. This laid the ground for a more diverse and

professionalized set of practices once these constraints were lifted.

At this point in the early history of UAVs in journalism, there is little evidence on

how the early risk of using UAVs led to the wider normalization of UAV uses in journal-

ism. However, there are more and more UAVs in institutions such as US universities. We

can also notice seeds of this institutionalization, notably on August 12–14, 2016, when

the Drone Journalism Lab led by Matt Waite held a “drone boot camp” that sought to

explore practices and regulation in UAV journalism.

As with the case of UAVs in journalism, and as Bower and Christensen (1995)

pointed out, industry leaders are rarely the first to commercialize new technologies that

do not initially meet mainstream customers’ demands or can appeal to small or emerg-

ing markets:

To remain at the top of their industries, managers must first be able to spot the tech-

nologies that fall into this category. To pursue these technologies, managers must pro-

tect them from the processes and incentives that are geared to serving mainstream

customers. And the only way to do that is to create organizations that are completely

independent of the mainstream business. (Bower and Christensen 1995)

Norm entrepreneurs in UAV journalism are thus innovators operating from the

outskirts of news organizations. They offer the possibility for mainstream legacy media

organizations to institutionalize a disruptive innovation, creating a whole new market

for journalism and journalistic witnessing (whether it relates to journalistic norms, prac-

tices, or emerging journalistic responsibilities or beats).

As UAVs are introduced into newsrooms and journalistic practice, it would be rel-

evant to monitor how this technology will be sustained in the long term in the United

States, and how usage differs in different socio-legal contexts. UAVs could be de-

throned by a new disruptive technology and/or cohabit with other disruptive technolo-

gies (e.g. virtual reality or Web-based metrics). While the literature on UAV journalism

addresses how the legal and ethical aspects of the technology may impair newsgather-

ing with the technology (Calo 2011), little empirical research has addressed how jour-

nalists have experimented with the technology.

We argue that legal and regulatory restraints placed on the use of UAVs facili-

tated the emergence of a new form of norm entrepreneurs inside journalistic institu-

tions. These individuals were able to experiment on the fringes of acceptable practice.

Journalists seeded their organizations with the skill set and institutional capacity to

engage constructively with the use of UAVs once constraints were lifted. In the lan-

guage of Bower and Christensen (1995), this protected them from outside disruptive

innovation.
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Going forward, more explorations of how and why reporters used this technology

are needed. Further studies on the impact of these uses in the development of a tech-

nological innovation in newsrooms would also be useful. Other technologies, such as

virtual reality, augmented reality, or data journalism, present similar challenges for jour-

nalists, though without the same degree of legal limitation as UAVs. Further research

should address how scholars and practitioners can connect the concept of disruptive

innovation and norm entrepreneurs to other emerging technologies in journalism, and

how institutions adapt to new spaces of professional practice that do not fit comfort-

ably within their norms, cultures, and skill sets.
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